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WHY HAVE POLICIES?
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Laws Require Policies & Procedures
US Federal Sentencing Guidelines, §8B2.1
•
•
•
•
•

Oversight by high‐level personnel
Written policies, procedures, and code of conduct
Effective communication to all levels of employees
Reasonable steps to achieve compliance,
Enforcing compliance standards including disciplinary mechanisms

Eg. Corruption Laws: FCPA, UK Bribery Act, France’s Sapin II, Mexico’s
New Anti‐Corruption Law
•
•
•
•

Expect procedures to prevent corrupt behavior
Expect employees, third parties to know corporation’s expectations
May need to disclose – depending on jurisdiction
Demonstrates need for corporate “international standards” eg. policies

ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
Formality and scope of actions.... depend on the size of the organization
•
•
•
•

Large Organizations
More formal compliance and ethics operations than a small organization
Greater resource commitment
Shall encourage small organizations with whom they have a business relationship to
implement an effective program

•
•
•
•

•

Smaller Organizations
Must demonstrate the same level of commitment as a large organization
May rely on existing processes and resources
May be more informal than a large organization ‐ train during staff meetings;
monitor compliance by observing existing operations; use available personnel rather
than dedicated ethics & compliance team
Should be similar to other similarly situated organizations

•

US Federal Sentencing Guidelines, §8B2.1, Comments
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SARBANES‐OXLEY

•
•
•
•
•

Mandates effective means for disclosing controls
and procedures over financial reporting accuracy
Disclose in organization’s financial reports
Must disclose material weaknesses
Ongoing disclosure requirements
Criminal and civil penalties

15 U.S.C. 7241; 15 U.S.C. 1350
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AVENUES FOR EMPLOYEES, THIRD PARTIES & OTHERS TO
RAISE CONCERNS WITH GOVERNMENT
Dodd‐Frank: whistleblowers who provide the SEC with original information
about securities violations to obtain between 10% to 30% of any monetary
sanctions in excess of $1 million recovered against a company. (Section 21F of
SEC Act of 1934)

False Claims Act: Qui tam relators authorized to act as private attorneys
general by suing those who violate the Act when submitting “false claims” to
the government and receiving 15‐30% of the recovery. (31 USC §§ 3729 et seq
(civil); 18 USC § 287 (criminal))
IRS Whistleblowers: Eligible for 15% to 30% of amount in dispute if
provided information on disputed amount. (IRS Code 7623(B))
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WHAT POLICIES ARE
NEEDED?
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INVENTORY POLICIES
Before drafting policies – identify policies that exist:
1. Define world of policies that will be reviewed eg. will it be policies
addressing “legal risks” or all policies.
2. Define scope of the policy improvement project – do you have policies, are
they organized, but need to be updated; or are you starting from scratch
3. Put together a team to manage the policy improvement project
4. Team should then identify policies that exist:
• By function
• By location
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WHAT POLICIES ARE NEEDED?
How does your business develop its products/services
How does your business take its products/services to market
Is your business – matrixed or hierarchical
Where are your business operations and offices
What business relationships do you have beyond customers
What laws and regulations control your business
How do your competitors manage their business operations
– what do their policies look like
• Are there trade associations you can join that support policy
development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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WHO OWNS THE POLICIES?
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ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

•
•
•
•
•
•

CEO has ultimate responsibility
Senior management – directed by CEO
Board – governance, oversight, direction
Internal auditors – review effectiveness of controls
Others – controls within their duties
Develop and follow a matrix of authority
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IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees
Business Leaders
Executive Team
Board of Directors
Shareholders
Regulators

Working Group
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledgeable employees
Business Leaders
Legal
Internal audit
External lawyers, consultants,
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WHAT ROLE DOES AN ATTORNEY PLAY?
Depends on your client:
• Active, engaged, managing and leading the project?
OR
•

Just providing framework for legal and regulatory compliance
mandates

Remember – your client’s policies and procedures will be exhibit A if
your have a legal or regulatory “issue”
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PRACTICAL POLICY
DRAFTING
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WHAT DOES A POLICY DO?
“Policies establish in writing the exact parameters of required
individual business conduct ‐‐ standards to which the corporation may
be held legally liable.” Ben Kerschberg, Corporate Policy Management,
Forbes (Jun. 28, 2011)
A process put into place by leadership to provide reasonable
assurance on achieving the following objectives:
•
•
•

Effective and efficient business operations
Reliable financial reports
Compliance with laws and regulations
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Policy: Fundamental principles or standards that require or restrict certain
activities or establish terms and conditions for achieving certain business
objectives
Procedures: The processes by which business objectives are to be accomplished
Work Instruction: Step‐by‐step instructions on how to complete a task
Owner/Developer: A competent individual with subject matter expertise or the
individual who owns the activities or processes
Reviewer: Should be an attorney and the appropriate business leader
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CERTIFICATIONS
Certifications – Attestation to compliance with policies
• Consider certifications across the organization ‐ target toward high
risk groups ‐ should be electronic and traceable
• Reach 100% completion
• Establishes whether employees understand policies
• For leaders, requires some due diligence to make the certification
for area under their responsibility
• Include in contracts with third parties – either that they are
following your policies or their own
• DON’T HAVE PEOPLE ADMIT TO VIOLATING POLICIES

BEST PRACTICES IN DRAFTING
Do you need a policy on policies?
Where will policies be housed?
Do you want external parties to be able to access the policies
Policies should be short, to the point, clearly written
Define terms as needed
Does the policy actually address the wrong you want to avoid?
Is the policy to cumbersome to follow?
Have the employees most impacted by the policy provided
insight?
• What will you do to enforce the policies and detect violators?
• Give employees a person to call with questions
• Develop a routine for updating
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXAMPLE PROCESS ‐ CORRUPTION
FIRST:
SECOND:
THIRD:
FOURTH:
FIFTH:
SIXTH:

Assess risk of non‐compliance – review procedures
Review policies, procedures and internal controls
Review applicable laws and regulations – globally
Meet with those who will be impacted
Draft high level policy and proposed procedures
Obtain management support and approval

THEN:
• Develop overarching policy that prohibits corruption
• Create discrete procedures for all areas of possible “bribery” or “corruption”
• Execute as management has authorized
• Defined documentation for lobbying, gifts, hiring, campaign contributions,
etc.
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COMMUNICATING and
TRAINING
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COMMUNICATING POLICIES
1. When the policy is first developed – break the news of a new policy
2. Decide who should send the news ‐ business leader better than
lawyers or compliance professionals
3. Determine which policies need regular communication reminders:
• Gift & gratuity – around the holidays
• Fed Govt – no gambling around March Madness
• Anti‐Trust – when big industry trade shows are scheduled
4. Develop a communications plan for the policies that are most
important
5. KEEP THE COMMUNICATIONS YOU SEND OUT
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6. Highlight them in organization news letters

TRAINING
• Develop an annual curriculum for leaders and employees – by
duties and functions
• Identify policies all must be trained on
• Document your annual training plan
• Identify the business leaders who will train
• Identify subject matter experts who will train
• Don’t just use web based training
• Bring policies up at meetings
• KEEP TRACK OF WHO TOOK TRAINING
• Develop discipline practices for those who don’t complete
training
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